RSA Archer Enterprise GRC
Overview
RSA Archer eGRC Solutions is one of the leading providers of Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) solutions, centralizing compliance information from across the enterprise for simplified monitoring, remediation,
reporting, and audit. Our RSA Archer Enterprise GRC solution provides an interface to automatically create
events in your RSA Archer system based on actions taken by the Sentrion Policy Engine.
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Firms that use RSA Archer eGRC Solutions and need to respond to regulatory compliance requirements or
industry best-practices mandates for email use and security.

Key Features and Functionality Overview
Preparing financial reports and responding to regulatory audits are among the most critical tasks that
corporations must deal with quarter by quarter. Not only do these responsibilities require amassing and
organizing huge amounts of information, but getting it wrong can mean incurring serious penalties and
losing public trust.
Automation can help companies simplify GRC activities and ensure accurate results. RSA Archer eGRC Solutions is a leader in GRC automation, delivering solutions that enable companies to build a unified view of
their compliance activities across IT, finance, operations, and legal functions. Spanning all these areas, email
is one of the most important channels for GRC information. If you’re involved in monitoring and documenting GRC activities, you need to demonstrate that email is being used to send regulated information only to
authorized recipients, that encryption is being applied wherever required, and that important documents
are being archived. And depending on your specific compliance requirements, that’s only the beginning.
Virtually any email compliance requirement can be automatically enforced by policies on the Sentrion. With
our Archer Enterprise GRC solution, these policy actions can also automatically create events in your Archer
system for unified monitoring and reporting. All relevant email information sits alongside information from
all the other enterprise information feeding into your RSA Archer system, providing a single “workbench”
for GRC activities. Depending on the integrated solutions you have implemented in the Archer SmartSuite
Framework, Sentrion email policy actions can become part of the overall picture in Archer dashboards and
reports for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy management
Risk management
Compliance management
Enterprise management
Incident management
Vendor management
Threat management
Business continuity
Audit management

Our Professional Services team creates the custom extensions to interface your policies with the RSA
Archer system, delivering an out-of-the-box solution. So don’t just deliver email, use it for a better-managed
company. Use it to analyze risks, improve processes, and demonstrate compliance. With our RSA Archer
Enterprise GRC solution, you gain a window into the ways your most important information conduit is being
used—so you can detect and respond to issues before they become problems, and you can demonstrate
that you’re implementing and actively enforcing the policies required of a good corporate citizen.
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